
UK denies 
Assange 
diplomatic 
status after
Ecuador request
LONDON: Britain said yesterday it has
denied a request by Ecuador to issue
diplomatic status to WikiLeaks founder
Julian Assange, who has been living in the
country’s London embassy since 2012.

“The government of Ecuador recently
requested diplomatic status for Mr As-
sange here in the UK. The UK did not
grant that request, nor are we in talks with
Ecuador on this matter,” the British foreign
ministry said in a statement. Ecuador’s at-
tempt to obtain diplomatic status for the
46-year-old comes as part of the country’s
broader efforts to resolve the case of their
long-term lodger, who moved into the em-
bassy to avoid arrest over a Swedish probe
into rape allegations.

Sweden dropped their investigation
over the 2010 allegations last year, but
British police have said they are still seek-

ing to arrest him for failing to surrender to
a court after violating bail terms.

“Ecuador knows that the way to resolve
this issue is for Julian Assange to leave the
embassy to face justice,” Britain’s foreign
ministry said yesterday. Assange has re-
fused to step outside the embassy and
claimed he fears being extradited to the
United States, for WikiLeaks’ publication
of leaked secret US military documents
and diplomatic cables in 2010.

Ecuadorian Foreign Minister Maria Fer-
nanda Espinosa said on Tuesday her gov-

ernment is looking at the possibility of a
“third country or a personality” stepping
in to resolve the stand-off.

“No solution will be achieved without
international cooperation and the cooper-
ation of the United Kingdom, which has
also shown interest in seeking a way out,”
Espinosa told foreign correspondents in
Quito. On Wednesday the Ecuadorian for-
eign ministry refused to comment on
media reports that Assange, an Australian
national, has been granted citizenship by
the South American country. — AFP

BERLIN: Chancellor Angela Merkel said her
conservatives still had high hurdles to clear in
yesterday’s talks on forming a coalition with the
Social Democrats (SPD), who are pressing for
accelerated European integration.

Merkel, weakened by an election setback in
September, turned to the left-leaning SPD to
seek a re-run of their so-called “grand coalition”
after the collapse in No-
vember of talks on a
three-way coalition
untested at national
level. The chancellor,
who commands wide
respect abroad after
more than 12 years in
power, needs coalition
talks to succeed to
avoid further erosion of
her personal authority
and weakening of German international influ-
ence, not least in the European Union (EU).

Speaking at the start of the final day of ex-
ploratory talks that could lead to formal negoti-
ations, Merkel said it would be a tough day but
she recognized that Germans expected results.

“Of course we also have in mind that we have
to create a good policy platform for our country.
So it’s going to be a tough day,” she said. SPD
leader Martin Schulz, a former president of the
European Parliament, made clear his priority

was Europe. “On the last day of exploratory
talks we will make clear that above all this must
be a new start for the European Union,” he told
reporters. “If we join a government it will be on
the condition that it makes Europe strong.”
Schulz has called for a United States of Europe
by 2025 - an idea rejected by senior conserva-
tives, many of whom are wary of such ambitious

reform plans they fear
could see Germany fun-
nel more of its taxpayers’
money to other EU
states.

However, Merkel
helped lead Europe
through its twin euro
zone and refugee crises
and is adept at finding
compromises, especially
on European issues.

Should the parties fail to reach a deal on
Thursday they could extend the talks, though
President Frank-Walter Steinmeier is eager for
an agreement, keenly aware that businesses
want a stable coalition to end uncertainty and
avoid another vote.

SPD hurdle
In signs of incremental progress in the talks,

negotiators agreed to reduce use of the weed
killer glyphosate, draft plans seen by Reuters

showed. SPD Secretary General Lars Klingbeil
told party members in a video message the party
was striving for improvements in labor, health,
education and family policy, and on Europe.
“We’re fighting for that,” he said in a video mes-
sage, adding that the final day of exploratory
talks would show “whether we can cut through
the knot on these big issues”.

Participants have described the negotiations
as “good”, but SPD leaders need to convince

their party members and are offering them a
vote on Jan. 21 on whether to proceed. Merkel
has ruled with the SPD in a sometimes unwieldy
“grand coalition” - or ‘GroKo’ - in two of her
three previous terms in office, including in the
last parliament from 2013-2017. But both parties
bled support in the Sept. 24 election, which saw
the far-right Alternative for Germany (AfD)
enter the Bundestag lower house of parliament
for the first time. — Reuters
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BERLIN: German Chancellor and Christian Democratic Union (CDU) leader Angela Merkel ar-
rives for talks with the leaders of the conservative CDU/CSU union and the social democratic
SPD party on forming a new government yesterday at the SPD headquarters in Berlin. — AFP

Merkel expects ‘tough day’ in 
crunch German coalition talks

SPD wants new 
start for EU as 

condition 

LONDON: This file photo taken on November 14, 2016 shows protesters and
supporters holding banners that read “Free Assange” outside the Ecuadorian
Embassy in London where WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange was being
questioned over a rape allegation against him. — AFP

Macron under 
fire over French 
asylum law reform 
PARIS: French President Emmanuel Macron faces a backlash
over plans to tighten immigration law as the number of asylum
seekers soars, with aid and emergency agencies accusing his
government of planning mass expulsions. To try to ease the ten-
sion, Macron dispatched Prime Minister Edouard Philippe to
meet aid organizations yesterday and explain legislation due to
go in coming weeks to parliament where his Republique En
Marche group has an absolute majority.

Before Thursday’s meeting, the Secours Catholique charity
denounced the policy plans-which will clarify when migrants
must be returned to their countries of origin-as a simplistic and
backward step. Another charity said it planned to boycott the
meeting with Philippe. Laurent Giovannoni of Secours
Catholique said the new law would trigger the expulsion of any-
one not classified as a war refugee in the strictest sense, meaning
scores of people in dire need or danger would be forced out.

“This policy belongs to the past,” Giovannoni, who said he
had been shown the latest draft of the bill, told franceinfo radio.
The number of people filing asylum requests in France hit a
record in 2017, topping 100,000.

Macron, elected in May after a duel with Marine Le Pen, the
head of the anti-immigrant National Front, has promised to
speed up processing asylum requests while also ensuring that
those who do not qualify are dealt with more firmly. — Reuters

Chancellor needs deal with SPD to secure fourth term


